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There is a feature on Twitter that allows you to receive tips via third-party payment channels. Learn
how to set up this feature and how to send bitcoin-denominated tips.

 

Tips is an integrated tipping service on Twitter that allows users to to send bitcoin by adding links to
third-party payment services, including bitcoin wallets and Lightning Network services, on their
profiles. The new tool is designed to be more seamless than sharing third-party payment usernames
via tweets, and involves embedding links directly into your Twitter profile.

 

The tipping tool was first introduced in May 2021 as an exclusive feature for selected users and was
later rolled out to more users on Sept. 23, 2021. Starting in February 2022, users can add their
Ethereum wallets to Twitter and send ether (ETH) as well.

 

Supported Payment Services
As of writing, Tips is currently available to Android and iOS users only. This means web users may
have to wait a while before they can start enjoying this feature.

 

For those interested in sending bitcoin to other users, the first thing you need to check is the
recipient’s eligibility to receive tips. Users that can accept tips or have activated this feature have a
Tips icon, which resembles a fiat bill, next to the Follow button on their Twitter profile. By clicking
this icon, you get to see all of the payment services accepted by the user. Twitter will automatically
direct you to the third-party payment service where the transactions can be executed. The supported
payment services are:

 

Bitcoin wallet
Strike (Bitcoin Lightning Network)
Cash App
Bandcamp
Chipper
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GoFundMe
Patreon
PicPay
Razorpay
Venmo
Wealthsimple Cash

 

Note that the availability of these services is dependent on where users are located. The only
payment networks available globally are Bitcoin and the Lightning options.

 

Download App for Android Download App for iOS

Main Ways to Send Bitcoin on Twitter
Although there is a wide range of payment methods supported by Tips, we will be focusing more on
those options enabling bitcoin (BTC) transactions. To send bitcoin-denominated tips, you can either
use a bitcoin wallet or execute the transaction via Strike, which is a bitcoin Lightning
Network service.

 

Bitcoin Wallets

The bitcoin wallet payment feature is as simple as they come. Follow the steps below to send tips
denominated in bitcoin to Twitter users.

 

Click the Tips icon on the recipient’s Twitter profile to confirm that a bitcoin wallet transfer is
supported. If bitcoin payment is supported, there will be a bitcoin wallet address attached to
the profile.
You can copy this address and paste it in the recipient address field on your bitcoin wallet to
send bitcoin directly to the Twitter user.
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Lightning Network

Alternatively, you can tip Twitter users with bitcoin via Light Network-enabled Strike. It is important
to explain how Lightning Network and Strike work before discussing the steps involved.

 

What is Lightning Network? Lightning Network is a secondary payment layer built on the
Bitcoin network to initiate cheap and fast transactions. Note that it takes up to an hour for a
bitcoin transaction to be finalized on the Bitcoin blockchain. By using the Lightning Network,
users can sidestep this time-consuming process by executing instant transactions between
multiple channels on the Lightning Network before registering the final state on the
blockchain.
What is Strike? Strike is an app that provides Lightning Network services to users for instant
and free bitcoin transactions. Think of it as a seamless payment service like Cashapp and
PayPal that uses Bitcoin’s secondary layer – instead of traditional fiat rails – to facilitate
transactions across borders. Because Strike does not charge extra fees on payment executed
via its Lightning Network, it is ideal for micropayments.

 

Strike

Note that Strike is only available to people in the U.S. (excluding those living in New York and
Hawaii) and El Salvador. First you have to create and fund an account on Strike or any other
Lightning Network supported service before you can start using it as a channel to tip Twitter users.
Once you have set up a Strike account, you can head to Twitter and continue the following steps:

 

Confirm that the Twitter user supports Strike by clicking on the Tips icon on the user profile to
view the supported third-party payment service.
You can choose from the default amounts ranging from $1 to $10 or opt for a custom setting
where you can manually insert the amount you want to send.
After selecting an amount, click on Next. You will be directed to a new page where you can
add a comment, which will be delivered along with the tip notification to the recipient. Lastly,
you will be directed to your Strike app, where you can confirm the transaction.

 

It is worth mentioning that you can send bitcoin from your Strike account to a bitcoin wallet address.
However, unlike executing bitcoin transactions between two Strike accounts, sending bitcoin from a
Strike account to a bitcoin wallet address incurs network fees.

 

How to Receive Bitcoin Tips
To receive bitcoin tips, you need to first confirm your eligibility status by going to your profile page
and clicking the Edit Profile button. If you find a Tips option here, you are eligible to use this
feature. Below are the steps required to activate Tips:

 



Click on the Tips option to activate the feature. Note that you will have to agree to Twitter’s
General Tipping Policy before you can continue the process.
Once you have agreed to the rule governing this service, you will be directed to a settings
screen. Here, you have to toggle the Allow tips button on and choose from any of the bitcoin-
enabled options listed among the supported third-party services.
If Strike is your preferred option, you need to add your Strike username to complete the
process. Alternatively, you can add a bitcoin wallet address. After you have successfully
added a Strike username or bitcoin wallet address, a Tips icon will automatically appear in
your profile.


